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OSAT for Laparoscopic Inguinal Hernia Repair 

 Rank A Rank B Rank C 
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Consent  

Understand consents, 

participated in suite 

marking; performed 

focused H&P and 

reviewed labs 

 
Did not check the 

patient's chart 
 

 
Never saw patient 

until OR 

External Ring  

Able to identify hernia, 

defect, reduce 

protruding hernia 

 

 
Needs prompting  

Does NOT know 

patients'  surface 

anatomy 

Testis Exam  
Examined patient and 

able to discuss findings 
 

Does not know how to 

evaluate testis 
 

Did not do testicular 

exam 
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Patient Positioning  

Knows proper 

positioning and able to 

explain why 

 

 
Needs prompting  

Unable to explain 

proper positioning 

Equipment Setup  

Able to arrange cables, 

monitors, and 

appropriate equipment 

independently 

 

 

Requires minimum 

assistance with 

equipment setup 

 
Unable to setup 

appropriate 

equipment  

Port Placement  
Can place ports 

independently 

 

 
Needs prompting  

Unable to explain 

proper placement  

Identification of 

Anatomy 
 

Knows all pertinent 

anatomy 
 

Can identify hernia sac, if 

present.  Needs minimal 

assistance with other 

pertinent anatomy 

 
Unable to identify 

hernia sac or other 

major structures 

Dissection  

Gentle appropriate 

handling of tissues with 

efficient movements 

 

 

Gentle handling of tissues, 

but lacks efficiency in 

movements 

 

Inappropriate 

handling of tissues, 

lacks movement 

efficiency  

Mesh Placement 
 

 

Able to independently 

place mesh 

appropriately  

 
Needs some assistance 

with mesh placement 
 

 
Unable to place mesh  

Mesh Fixation 
 

 

Able to fix mesh in 

appropriate places 

with appropriate 

number of tacs  

 

 

Knows where tacs to be 

placed but cannot 

identify or place 

correctly. 

 

 

Needs instruction on 

positioning and 

placement of tacs 

OR Etiquette 

(team player, helps 

nurses, communicates 

with Anesthesia) 

 

 

Excellent in all three 

steps 

 

 

Needs improvement in 1 

of three components 
 

Needs improvement 

in 2 or more 

components 
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 Post Op Orders  

Post-op orders are 

appropriately written 
 

 
Incomplete or Improper  

Delegated to other 

members, did not 

check orders 

Operative Notes  

Already dictated 

operative note and 

knows all the steps of 

procedure 

 

 

Able to recite major steps 

of Surgery, missing certain 

pertinent steps 

 
Unable to recite steps 

of surgery 

 

Fail   Pass Proficient 

 

 Signature:  

 

Attending:   

 


